
Choose Light Reality and Heavenly Revelation
Jesus said that he is The Truth. That is, all truth resides in him. This is the truth we need, and it’s far more
expansive than what limited amount is recorded in the Bible.

He also said that the Spirit would teach us and lead us into the truth.

These are the two sources of the truth that we are to pursue. The truth we receive this way is revelatory
knowledge,  not  head  knowledge or  theology.  As  scary  as  that  may  seem,  revelation  is  the  way the
Kingdom functions and how sons learn. They don’t learn through studying historic books.

Our King is calling us to allow his light to fill us so he can reveal to us truthful knowledge, rather than the
darkness supplied by religion and the world system:

“No longer allow darkness to be your reality. Open the door of your heart to light and life. Allow My
supernatural light to infuse you with revelation of My purposes for you. The wisdom that follows will
illuminate your path.” 1 

We need to surrender to him so he can fill us with his wisdom, knowledge and understanding. That’s what
we urgently need.

Laurence
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